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Why Use Portfolios for IT
Just as investors address their risk and return
objectives using portfolios of financial investments,
firms have portfolios of information technology (IT)
investments. Four different management objectives
guide firms’ investment in IT. Each objective results
in a different IT asset class with a unique risk-return
profile. Just like any other investment portfolio, the
IT portfolio must be balanced to achieve alignment
with the business strategy and the desired combination of short and long term payoff. This briefing
builds on the IT portfolio benchmarks described in
the March 2003 briefing and presents the returns
from the four asset classes.
Four Management Objectives Leading
to Four IT Asset Classes2
Our research found that business leaders have four
different management objectives for investing in IT:
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This CISR briefing is the second in the series on IT portfolios.
The previous briefing, Vol. III, No. 1C, is entitled “Managing
the IT Portfolio (update circa 2003)” by the same authors,
March 2003. This research draws on and extends the material on
IT portfolios in “Leveraging the New Infrastructure: How
market leaders capitalize on IT” by Peter Weill and Marianne
Broadbent, Harvard Business School Press, 1998 with a CISR
study of 147 firms in 2003. This research was made possible by
the support of CISR sponsors in particular CISR Patron
Microsoft Corporation and the National Science Foundation,
grant number IIS-0085725.
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The total IT investment includes all centralized and
decentralized IT spend (expenses and depreciated capital) both
insourced and outsourced plus all people dedicated to IT
services and management. The analysis based on 147 firms used
data from 1999 to 2002. All results linking IT investments and
performance presented in this briefing are statistically
significant and controlled for industry, firm size, R&D and
advertising expenditure.
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Transactional—cut costs or increase throughput
for the same cost (e.g., a trade processing system
for a brokerage firm).
Informational—provide information for any
purpose including to account, manage, control,
report, communicate, collaborate or analyze
(e.g., a sales analysis system or reporting).
Strategic—gain competitive advantage or
position in market place (e.g., ATMs were a
very successful strategic IT initiative for the
innovating banks increasing market share).
Infrastructure—base foundation of shared IT
services used by multiple applications (e.g.,
servers, networks, laptops, customer databases).
Depending on the service, infrastructure investments are made with the objective of either
reducing IT costs via consolidation and/or
providing a flexible base for future business
initiatives.

By investing to address the four management
objectives, a firm creates an IT portfolio with four
asset classes (see the center of figure 1). The average
firm allocates 54% of its total IT investment each year
to infrastructure. Utilizing the infrastructure are the
transactional systems accounting for 13% of average
IT investment. The informational systems sit on top
of, and use both the transactional and infrastructure
systems accounting for 20% of average IT investment. Similarly, strategic systems use both the
transactional and infrastructure systems and account
for 13% of average investment. Just like a personal
investment portfolio with cash, bonds, equities,
property etc., the four IT asset classes have different
historic risk return profiles.
The Returns from the Four IT Asset Classes
IT investments in the transactional asset class aim to
reduce unit cost and increase productivity. Firms that
invested more heavily (than their competitors) in
transactional IT had superior productivity (measured
by sales per dollar of assets) and lower costs. The
results suggest transactional investments pay off by
using IT to support or automate repetitive business
processes. For example, UPS, a very successful
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but cost conscious logistics firm, provides free
package tracking information on its website or
integrated into its customers’ ERP systems. Before
on-line tracking, customer calls to its call center cost
UPS around $2 each and sometimes required two
follow-on calls within UPS to locate the package with a total cost of $6. Each tracking query now
costs UPS a few cents and during the Christmas rush
period there can be 6 million tracking requests per
day.3 If the firm’s strategy is to use IT to cut
business costs and increase productivity, weighting
the IT portfolio with transactional investments more
heavily than the 13% average makes sense (see the
March 2003 briefing for benchmarks by industry).
We estimate transactional investments have solid
returns of 25–40% per dollar.
Investments in the informational asset class aim to
provide more and better information to manage,
control, report and analyze customer needs. Firms
investing more heavily in informational IT had
higher quality and larger margins. Thus these firms
proactively used the output of their informational
investments to make better decisions often about
customer needs. Over a period of 20+ years 7Eleven Japan have built an integrated information
system including point of sale devices at its 9,000+
franchise stores. Counselors visit stores weekly to
help store owners use the information to choose the
right range of products for their store. 7-Eleven is
not only the most profitable retailer in Japan but is
able to offer its demanding customers many new
products while reducing average stock turnover from
25 days in 1977 to nine in 2003.4
Investments in strategic IT aim to gain a competitive
advantage by positioning the firm in the market
place for growth. Successful strategies include
electronic connections providing customized services to the customer (e.g., Amazon’s recommended
books service) and customized products (e.g., TD
Waterhouse’s personalized investment analysis).
Strategic IT is a high risk high return strategy with
high failure rate (we estimate at 50%) but large
potential upside with successful initiatives gaining a
two to three year lead on the competitors. Firms with
more strategic IT investments generate more
revenues from modified and enhanced products
indicating that these investments are effective in
3

For more information, see Ross, J.W., “United Parcel Service:
Delivering Packages and e-Commerce Solutions,” MIT Sloan
CISR Working Paper No. 318, March 2001.
4
See “7-Eleven Japan: Reinventing the Retail Business Model,”
by Kei Nagayama and Peter Weill, MIT Sloan CISR Working
Paper No. 338, January 2004.
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increasing sales. We see no evidence for increased
profits, but it is possible that the profit effect
requires more than the two year lag between
investment and performance captured in this study.
Investments in IT infrastructure serve multiple
purposes. Some infrastructure investments aim to
reduce cost through standardization and consolidation (e.g., server or data center consolidation).
Other infrastructure investments provide a platform
for delivering firm-wide initiatives such as a shared
customer database for a single point of customer
contact. Still other infrastructure investments are to
enable future IT initiatives and flexibility such as
modular architectures. More infrastructure capability
is expected to reduce time to market for new
business initiatives.
The returns from the IT infrastructure asset class
reflect this complex set of objectives and present a
strategic choice for senior executives. Firms that
made more investments in IT infrastructure did have
higher valuations and faster times to market.
However, there is also a cost. Firms with more IT
infrastructure investments took a short-term impact
on their profitability with lower margins and return
on assets in the year of the infrastructure investment.
However, the stock market appears to reward longterm investments such as IT infrastructure. Thus
firms that maximize their infrastructure investments
have higher market valuation but lower short run
margins and ROAs. After presenting this finding to a
CEO in financial services his response was “that
balancing act makes sense to me. We make the same
tradeoffs in all our infrastructure investments such as
people, buildings and research.”
Our research shows that it is not only how much you
spend on IT that is important but also making the
right IT investments for your strategy. Understanding
the return profiles of each of the four IT asset classes
helps managers make more informed IT investment
decisions that are linked to their strategic goals.
Figure 2 compares the IT investments and portfolios
of all firms with those of top performers. Top
performers across all industries spend an average of
4% more on IT but have similar portfolios to the
average firm. The industry differences are interesting.
For example, top performers in financial services
spend 10% less than the average firm, but have
portfolios more weighted to infrastructure.
Just like your personal investment portfolio, an
enterprise’s IT portfolio must be aligned to its
strategy and balanced for risk and return. Use the
results in this briefing, as you would a stock broker’s
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report containing historic returns of different asset
classes and the average asset class composition of
high return portfolios. A firm’s investment portfolio
alone does not determine performance outcomes.
Better returns are available by matching the type of
IT investments with the firm’s management
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practices and competencies as in 7-Eleven Japan’s
use of counselors. The next briefing in the series
looks at the management practices (e.g., HR capabilities) that help top performers convert their IT
investments into bottom line business value.

Figure 1: Returns from the Four Asset Classes in the IT Portfolio
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Source: MIT CISR study by Weill & Aral using 1999–2002 data for 147 firms and P. Weill & M. Broadbent “Leveraging the
New Infrastructure: How market leaders capitalize on IT,” Harvard Business School Press, June 1998. All relationships
are statistically significant. (*= 1994–1998 data)
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Figure 2: Top Performer’s Portfolios are Somewhat Different
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© 2004 MIT Sloan CISR – Weill & Aral based on a study of 147 firms using data from 1999–2002.
NSF Grant Number IIS-0085725.
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CISR was founded in 1974 and has a strong track
record of practice based research on the management
of information technology. As we enter the twentyfirst century, CISR’s mission is to perform practical
empirical research on how firms generate business
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electronic research briefings, working papers,
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